We compare two annotation styles, Prague dependencies and Universal Stanford Dependencies, in their adequacy for parsing. We specifically focus on comparing the adposition attachment style, used in these two formalisms, applied in multisource cross-lingual delexicalized dependency parser transfer performed by parse tree combination. We show that in our setting, converting the adposition annotation to Stanford style in the Prague style training treebanks leads to promising results. We find that best results can be obtained by parsing the target sentences with parsers trained on treebanks using both of the adposition annotation styles in parallel, and combining all the resulting parse trees together after having converted them to the Stanford adposition style (+0.39% UAS over Prague style baseline). The score improvements are considerably more significant when using a smaller set of diverse source treebanks (up to +2.24% UAS over the baseline).
Introduction
Dependency treebanks are annotated in various styles, with annotations based on Prague dependencies (Böhmová et al., 2003) and (Universal) Stanford Dependencies (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008; de Marneffe et al., 2014) being the most popular and widespread. 1 In last years, several treebank collections with unified annotation have been published. The largest of them, HamleDT, currently offers 30 treebanks, semiautomatically converted both to Prague dependen- 1 We use the term annotation style to refer to the set of annotation conventions, as applied in annotating a given treebank, typically also defined by an annotation manual. and "chocolate bar". Note that in Stanford style, these phrases have a more similar structure, both featuring an nmod edge directly from "bar" to "chocolate". This shows the principle of constructions with a similar meaning also having a similar dependency structure.
cies and Universal Stanford Dependencies (Zeman et al., 2012; Rosa et al., 2014) , and featuring morphological annotation using Interset (Zeman, 2008) . Another collection, Google Universal Treebanks, contains 11 treebanks, generally annotated from scratch using a version of Stanford Dependencies (McDonald et al., 2013) and Universal POS (Petrov et al., 2012) . Recently, these efforts have joined to produce Universal Dependencies (UD), which currently contain 18 treebanks annotated with a newly defined annotation scheme based on Universal Stanford Dependencies, Universal POS tags and Interset (Agić et al., 2015) . UD are now becoming the de facto standard; however, we used the HamleDT collection for our experiments, as at the time of performing the experiments, HamleDT was much larger than UD, as well as more diverse in terms of language families represented.
Prague versus Stanford
One of the prominent features of Stanford style dependencies is their approach to function words. The general rule is that all function words, such as adpositions 2 or conjunctions, are attached as leaf nodes. This is a result of a standpoint which favours direct dependency relations between lexical nodes, not mediated by function words. This also makes dependency structures more similar cross-lingually, as it is very common that the same function is expressed by an adposition in one language, but by other means, such as morphology or word order, in another language -or even within the same language, as shown in Figure 1 . On the other hand, Prague style dependencies annotate adpositions as heads of adpositional groups. 3 While Stanford style trees may be more useful for further processing in NLP applications, it has been argued that Prague style trees are easier to obtain by using statistical parsers. Among other differences, adpositions provide important cues to the parser for adpositional group attachment, which is one of the most notorious parsing problems. This information becomes harder to access when the adpositions are annotated as leafs. The issue of dependency representation learnability has been studied by several authors, generally reaching similar conclusions (Schwartz et al., 2012; Søgaard, 2013; Ivanova et al., 2013) . The approach suggested by de Marneffe et al. (2014) is to use a different annotation style for parsing, with Prague style adposition annotation, among other, and to convert the dependency trees to full Stanford style only after parsing for subsequent applications.
Still, while the aforementioned observations seem to hold in the general case, in multilingual parsing scenarios, the higher cross-lingual similarity of Stanford style dependency trees may be of benefit. From all of the differences between Prague and Stanford, the adposition attachment seems to be the most interesting, as adpositions are usually very frequent and diverse in languages, as well as very important in parsing. Therefore, in this work, we evaluate the influence of adposition annotation style in cross-lingual multi-source delexicalized parser transfer.
2 Adposition is a general term for prepositions, postpositions and circumpositions.
3 The lexical nodes are only directly connected in Prague tectogrammatical (deep-syntax) dependency trees, where function words are removed and their functions are captured via node attributes. It is worth noting that in general, there is little difference between representing information by means of node attributes or leaf nodes; thus, Stanford trees and Prague tectogrammatical trees are actually very similar in structure.
Delexicalized parser transfer
In the approach of single-source delexicalized dependency parser transfer (Zeman and Resnik, 2008) , we train a parser on a treebank for a resource-rich source language, using non-lexical features, most notably part-of-speech (POS) tags, but not using word forms or lemmas. Then, we apply that parser to a POS-tagged corpus of an under-resourced target language, to obtain a dependency parse tree. Delexicalized transfer typically yields worse results than a fully supervised lexicalized parser, trained on a treebank for the target language. However, for a vast majority of languages, there are no manually devised treebanks, in which case it may be useful to obtain at least a lower-quality parse tree for tasks such as information retrieval or machine translation. Still, in this work, we do not apply delexicalized parser transfer to under-resourced languages, since there is no easy way of evaluating such experiments. Rather, we follow the usual way of using target languages for which there is a treebank available and thus the experiments can be easily evaluated, but we do not use the target treebank for training, thus simulating the under-resourcedness of the target language.
In multi-source delexicalized parser transfer, multiple source treebanks are used for training. McDonald et al. (2011) used simple treebank concatenation, thus obtaining one multilingual source treebank, and trained a multilingual delexicalized parser. In our work, we extend the method of Sagae and Lavie (2006) , originally suggested for (monolingual) parser combination. In this approach, several independent parsers are applied to the same input sentence, and the parse trees they produce are combined into one resulting tree. The combination is performed using the idea of McDonald et al. (2005a) , who formulated the problem of finding a parse tree as a problem of finding the maximum spanning tree (MST) of a weighted directed graph of potential parse tree edges. In the tree combination method, the weight of each edge is defined as the number of parsers which include that edge in their output (it can thus also be regarded as a parser voting approach). To find the MST, one can use e.g. the Chu-Liu-Edmonds algorithm (Chu and Liu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967) , which was used by McDonald et al. (2005b) for non-projective parsing, and which we use in our work. The tree combination method can be easily ported from a monolingual to a multilingual setting, where the individual parsers are trained over different languages.
A possible research path which we do not follow in this work is the choice or weighting of the source languages according to their similarity to the target language, which has been successfully employed by several authors (Naseem et al., 2012; Søgaard and Wulff, 2012; Täckström et al., 2013; Rosa andŽabokrtský, 2015) . This may have similar effect to our annotation style conversions, or it may be that these two approaches will behave rather orthogonally, as they might target different interlingual differences. Also, selection of a source language similar to the target may weaken the need for increasing annotation similarity, but this approach may still be useful for targets very dissimilar to the available sources. We believe these to be interesting questions that deserve further research.
This work
In this work, we use the HamleDT 2.0 collection and the MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005b) to evaluate the potential benefit of employing Stanford style adposition attachment instead of the Prague style in parsing. We first show that in a monolingual setting, Prague style adposition annotation performs better than the Stanford style, both for lexicalized and delexicalized parsing. We also show that fully Stanfordized dependency trees perform even worse, but we further focus on adposition attachment only; the other annotation differences are of less interest for us, as they concern less frequent phenomena and/or do not seem so promising for cross-lingual experiments. We then perform extensive delexicalized parser transfer experiments, both using the full HamleDT collection as source treebanks (in a leave-one-out fashion), as well as using various smaller subsets consisting of languages with different adpositional characteristics. We also investigate a number of setups for parsing and combining the dependency trees with conversions between Prague style and Stanford style in between.
We conclude that the Stanford style of adposition attachment seems to be beneficial in multi-source cross-lingual delexicalized dependency parser transfer. Overall, best results are obtained by training parsers on source treebanks both in Prague and Stanford style, parsing the target text by all of the parsers, converting the Prague style parser outputs into Stanford style, and combining all of the parse trees. This approach achieves an average improvement of +0.39% UAS absolute over using Prague style only. When the set of source treebanks is small and the languages differ a lot in terms of adpositions, the improvements are even larger, up to +2.24% UAS absolute over the Prague style baseline.
Method 2.1 Dependency parser
Throughout this work, we use MSTperl (Rosa, 2015b) , an implementation of the MSTParser of McDonald et al. (2005b) , with first-order features and non-projective parsing. The parser is a singlebest one, returning exactly one parse tree for each input sentence. It is trained using 3 iterations of MIRA (Crammer and Singer, 2003) . The parser performs unlabelled parsing, returning only the dependency tree, with no dependency relation labels. We only evaluate unlabelled parsing in this work.
Our delexicalized feature set is based on (McDonald et al., 2005a) , with lexical features removed, and consists of various conjunctions of the following features:
POS tags We use the coarse 12-value Universal POS Tagset (UPT) of Petrov et al. (2012) . 4 For an edge, we use information about the POS tag of the head, dependent, their neighbours, and all of the nodes between them.
Token distance We use signed distance of head and dependent (order head − order dependent ), bucketed into the following buckets: +1; +2; +3; +4; ≥ +5; ≥ +11; −1; −2; −3; −4; ≤ −5; ≤ −11.
We use exactly the same settings of the parser in all experiments. For lexicalized parsing, we also include the word form and word lemma of the head and dependent node, in various conjunctions with the POS tags and token distance as well as with each other. The configuration files that contain the feature sets and other settings, as well as the scripts we used to conduct our experiments, are available in (Rosa, 2015a Please note that our conclusions are only valid for the MSTperl parser, and may not hold e.g. for higher order graph based parsers or transition based parsers. In this work, we decided to focus on breadth of evaluated parsing and combination setups; we intend to evaluate a wider range of parsers in future.
Dataset and its conversions
We use the HamleDT 2.0 collection of 30 dependency treebanks, which had been semiautomatically harmonized to Prague dependencies and then Stanfordized into Universal Stanford Dependencies. We list the treebanks and their sizes in Table 1 . More information about the treebanks contained in the dataset, as well as the dataset itself, can be obtained online. 5 In most experiments, we use the Prague style version of HamleDT, as the Stanford version performs much worse for parsing (see Section 3.1). Instead of using the full Stanford version, we only focus on one of its prominent features -adposition attachment. Thus, we alternate between Prague adposition attachment as head (denoted "P"), and Figure 2 , this shows a case where our conversion is imperfect, as we are unable to obtain the original structure after the conversion roundtrip.
Stanford adposition attachment as leaf node (denoted "S"), using simple conversion scripts.
• The conversion from P to S takes each adposition and attaches it as a dependent of its left-most non-adpositional child, together with all of its other non-adpositional children. Thus, the adposition becomes a leaf node, unless it has adpositional dependent nodes (typically this signifies a compound adposition). Coordinating conjunctions are passed through (recursively) -if the left-most non-adpositional child is a coordinating conjunction, then its dependent leftmost nonadpositional conjunct is used instead as the new head of the adposition (see Figure 2 ).
• In the conversion from S to P, each adposition with a non-adpositional head is attached as a dependent of its head's head, and its original head is attached as its dependent (see Figure 3).
The roundtrip of the conversion (UAS after converting from P to S and back) is around 98% in total, and around 94% for adposition nodes alone.
Parse tree combination
The inference component of the MSTParser is also applied to perform the combination of parse trees obtained for a sentence from different parser instances. In that setting, each potential dependency edge is assigned a score equal to the number of input parse trees in which it is contained. The MST algorithm then finds and returns a dependency tree in which the edges are confirmed by the highest possible number of input trees. The general experiment setup is as follows. One of the 30 treebanks is taken as the target treebank, and the remaining 29 treebanks become source treebanks. Then, delexicalized parsers are trained on the source treebanks, resulting in 29 trained parser models. Next, each of the parsers is applied to each sentence in the test section of the target treebank. And finally, the obtained parse trees for each sentence are combined together as has been described above, and the resulting dependency tree is evaluated using the target treebank.
Note that there are three places where a conversion from one annotation style to another may take place -conversion of the source treebank before training a parser, conversion of the parser output before the parse tree combination, and conversion of the parse tree combination output. We will denote the setups using the pattern"X/Y/Z", where "X" denotes the annotation style used for parser training and parsing, "Y" is the style into which the parser outputs are converted before being combined, and "Z" is the style into which the result of the combination is converted. Furthermore, "P,S/Y/Z" will refer to parsing both with "P" style parsers and "S" style parsers, thus resulting in 58 trees for each sentence to combine, rather than 29. In many setups, there is no conversion after the combination, or there is even no combination performed (in monolingual setups); therefore, we will often omit the last part of the pattern, using only "X/Y".
Experiments and Evaluation
We use the training sections of the treebanks for parser training and their testing sections for evaluation. We report the results using UAS (unlabelled attachment score). The Lexicalized and Delexicalized parsers are monolingual. The Transfer parser is a combination of 29 sources parsers applied to the remaining target language.
Full Universal Stanford Dependencies
As a preliminary experiment, we compared the Prague version with its fully Stanfordized version. The results are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the Stanford version performs much worse than the Prague one -its results are lower by around 5% UAS absolute. Closer inspection showed that many of the errors are actually due to sentence-final punctuation attachment. In Stanford style, sentence-final punctuation is to be attached as a dependent node of the root node of the sentence (typically the main predicate). However, this is difficult for the firstorder parser, as it has no knowledge of the root node when scoring the potential edges, and thus the punctuation gets often attached to some other verb. In Prague style, the sentence-final punctuation is attached to the technical root node, which is marked by special values of the node features, and thus the assignment is very easy to make. While this is an important point to keep in mind when parsing into full Stanford style, it is of little relevance to the goal of this paper -punctuation attachment is rarely important in NLP applications, and is not very likely to significantly contribute to cross-lingual dependency structure similarity either. For this reason, we also include UAS measured only on non-punctuation nodes. Still, adposition attachment, which we are mostly interested in, accounts for only a part of the score difference.
Prague versus Stanford adpositions
Further on, we only use the Prague style annotation of the treebanks, with adpositions annotated either in Prague style (P) or Stanford style (S).
Supervised parsers
We first evaluate supervised monolingual lexicalized and delexicalized parsers, alternating between the P and S annotation styles of adpositions. The results in Table 3 show that in the lexicalized setting, the UAS of the P style parser is +0.77% Table 4 : Pairs of supervised parser setups.
"UAS" = Average UAS as in Table 3 ">S/S", ">P/P" = Number of languages for which the setup performed significantly better "?" = Number of languages for which neither setup performed significantly better above the S style parser, and Table 4 confirms that the P parser is significantly better than the S parser for nearly half of the languages. 6 Actually, to obtain S style parse trees, it is better to parse the text using a parser trained on a P style treebank, and then convert the output parse trees (this yields a +0.46% higher UAS than parsing directly using an S style parser). Here, the adpositions clearly provide important information to the parser, and their annotation as heads benefits the results. In the delexicalized setting, the P style parser scores higher than the S style one only by a small margin (+0.21% UAS), although still being significantly better for a third of the languages. Moreover, parsing directly using the S style is now comparable to parsing using P style and then converting to S style. This suggests that the most important piece of information for correctly attaching an adposition is its lemma, and delexicalizing a parser thus reduces the advantage of P style annotation for correct adposition attachment.
29-to-1 delexicalized parser transfer
We now move on to the main focus of our work, evaluating the effect of adposition annotation style in multilingual transfer of 29 delexicalized source parsers to a target language using parse tree combination. Table 5 shows that using either P or S for everything leads to comparable results, with the S style now achieving a slightly better score (+0.20% UAS absolute on average). The results tend to get worse when additional conversions are performed; 6 We used McNemar's test with significance level 5%. P style output S style output Setup UAS Setup UAS P/P/P 56.68 S/S/S 56.88 P/S/P 55.43 S/P/S 56.31 S/S/P 55.51 P/P/S 56.48 S/P/P 55.84 P/S/S 56.80 P,S/P/P 56.81 P,S/S/S 57.07 P,S/S/P 55.71 P,S/P/S 56.67 Table 5 : Average UAS of various setups of delexicalized parser transfer, always using 1 language as target and the remaining 29 languages as source.
Setup A Setup B UAS >B ? >A UAS S/S 56.88 8 13 9 56.68 P/P P,S/P 56.81 5 22 3 56.68 P/P P,S/S 57.07 9 19 2 56.88 S/S P,S/S 57.07 8 17 5 56.81 P,S/P P,S/S 57.07 7 20 3 56.68 P/P Table 7 : Pairs of delexicalized transfer setups.
"UAS" = Average UAS as in Table 5 ">B", ">A" = Number of target languages for which the setup performed significantly better "?" = Number of target languages for which neither setup performed significantly better we thus omit such setups from further evaluation. Interestingly, slight improvements can be obtained by applying both P parsers and S parsers and combining them after conversion of the resulting trees to the S style, achieving a total average increase of +0.39 UAS absolute over the P style baseline. Table 6 shows detailed results of the betterperforming transfer setups for all target languages, together with the results of the supervised monolingual methods. Table 7 compares several pairs of the transfer setups by reporting the number of target languages (out of the total 30) for which one setup was significantly better than the other setup.
We can now see that the improvements obtained by employing S style parsers are not only low, but also usually statistically insignificant -the highest scoring P,S/S setup is significantly better than the baseline P/P setup only for 7 target languages, while also being significantly worse for other 3 target languages. Still, we believe that the sole fact that in this setting, employing the S style annotation leads to comparable or slightly better results (which is not true for the supervised monolingual parsers) indicates a potential benefit of the S style annotation in a cross-lingual setting, presumably due to the increased similarity of the dependency structures across languages.
Tgt Lexicalized supervised
Delexicalized supervised Delexicalized transfer lang P/P S/S P/S P/P S/S P/S P/P P,S/P S/S P,S Table 9 : UAS of delexicalized parser transfer, averaged over 21 target languages, with the specified subset treebanks as sources.
Smaller source treebank subsets
For a deeper insight and further confirmation of our findings, we also performed a set of experiments with smaller 3-member subsets of the treebank collection. We selected several treebank groups, based on the ratio of adposition tokens to all tokens. We also only chose large enough treebanks (more than 100,000 tokens). The subsets are listed in Table 8 ; we also used a larger "All9" set of all the 9 selected treebanks. Only these were then used for training; the remaining 21 languages were used for testing as target languages. The summary results are to be found in Table 9 ; the statistical significance of the setups is evaluated in Table 10 . For these datasets, the advantage of employing the S style in combination with P style becomes clearly visible, frequently leading to significantly better results than when using only the P style (however, using only S style parsers performs rather poorly). Moreover, converting the parse trees to S style before combining them is also often significantly better than converting them to P style. The improvements are large especially for the High, Low and Mix datasets. This suggests that the role of Stanford style is stronger with small and highly diverse datasets, where its benefit of making the dependency trees more similar becomes rather important. 7 For the High dataset, 7 Of course, this is only a speculation, as there are many Table 10 : Pairs of delexicalized transfer setups using specific source treeebank subsets.
"UAS" = Average UAS as in Table 9 ">B", ">A" = Number of target languages for which the setup performed significantly better "?" = Number of target languages for which neither setup performed significantly better than other annotation styles. We managed to confirm that for supervised parsing, Prague annotation style is favourable over Stanford style, as has been already stated in literature. However, in the parser transfer setting, Stanford style adposition attachment tends to perform better than the Prague style, presumably thanks to its abstraction from the high interlingual variance in adposition usage. Best results are achieved by at once combining outputs of parsers trained on treebanks of both Prague and Stanford adposition attachment style, reaching an average improvement of +0.39% UAS absolute over the Prague style baseline. Our results are further confirmed by experiments using smaller and more diverse subsets of training treebanks, where the advantage of combining Prague and Stanford adposition annotation style becomes even more pronounced, reaching average improvements of up to +2.24% UAS absolute over the Prague style baseline.
We used the first-order non-projective MSTParser in all experiments; therefore, our conclusions are valid only for that parser. The next logical research step is thus to apply other parsers in a similar setting to determine whether our findings can be further generalized, or whether using a different parser leads to different effects when comparing and combining Prague and Stanford adposition annotation styles.
